
HP Labelling Cape 
Town’s general 
manager, David 
White (far left), 
and operations 
manager, Andrew 
Mantell (far right), 
with Bernhard 
Veller, owner of 
Nitida Wines, 
and Michael 
Aengenvoort of 
Rotocon – the 
local reseller of the 
Screen Truepress 
Jet L350UV digital 
label press now 
used for the 
cellar’s eight 
varietal labels.
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Wine brand exploits  
digital labelling advantages 

NITIDA – which means bright, shiny, healthy, 
refined and cultured – is one of the country’s 
most consistently awarded boutique wine cellars. 
Owner, Bernhard Veller, explains the original labels 
designed in 1995 went through four iterations, 
before undergoing a fundamental revamp in 2015. 

His wife Peta worked with Fanakalo Design Studio 
in Stellenbosch in creating a natural and organic look, 
using hand-drawn protea Nitida illustrations that tie in 
visually with the inspiration for their name, to convey the 
brand’s handmade and attention-to-detail philosophy. 

Jan Solms and Rohan Etsebeth, founders of 
Fanakalo, says the fynbos-rich Renosterveld area 

is inspirational. ‘All the hand-illustrated fauna and 
flora are from the estate. And although our use of 
subtle pastel colours and gold foil highlights make 
them visually similar, each of the eight varietal labels 
features different elements, telling its own story. The 
protea Nitida has a very thick stem and almost looks 
like a tree when it’s big and old, so it was important to 
get that detail right on all the labels.’ 

So what inspired the estate’s move from flexographic 
to digitally printed labels? Firstly, Bernhard says, Nitida 
strongly believes that the label and story it tells about 
the wine drives 50% of consumer engagement and 
shelf sales. Secondly, the estate only bottles five or 

The Nitida Winery is named after the Nitida protea that grows on the 
Durbanville estate. This protea and many creatures that call the wine 
farm home feature prominently in the latest label design, now being 
printed digitally by HP Labelling Cape Town. Nici SolomoN finds out more.
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The Screen Truepress Jet L350UV digital label press produces a wide gamut of vibrant colours on a range of substrates. HP 
Labelling Cape Town’s team of David White, Chris Bobbert, Andrew Mantell and Elrico Muller are very satisfied with its running 
speeds of up to 50m/min on a maximum web width of 350mm.

six times a year and having to print 50 000 Sauvignon 
Blanc labels, for example, in one go is pricey. ‘This 
forced us to weigh our cash flow against the errors 
causing labels to be discarded and the high cost of 
reprinting. So fundamentally it was a flexibility issue 
motivating us to look at digital printing, which as it 
becomes more of a mainstream process is beginning 
to line itself up with flexo in terms of cost.’ 

He concedes flexo printing can be 30% cheaper 
than digital on long runs but this differential drops to 
15% when platemaking costs are considered. ‘On 
small volume runs, like some of our varieties that only 
require 3 500 to 4 000 labels, it’s cheaper to print them 
digitally rather than flexographically, when adding in 
plate costs,’ he maintains. 

‘We also wanted to imrove our lead times with the 
ability to phone anytime and order more labels– this 
isn’t possible with flexo printing because the set-up 
time is longer,’ Bernhard stresses. 

‘So we changed to HP Labelling Cape Town’s digital 
service, which includes a combination of a Screen 
Truepress Jet L350UV digital label press and a digital 
finishing system,’ he states. ‘The major advantage is 
that the artwork and repro – which features one high-
build screen and two foil blocks that are differently 
positioned on each label – can be adjusted at the 
press without having to make new plates.’ 

HP Labelling Cape Town’s general manager, David 
White, picks up the story. Although it was initially 
time-consuming to match colours on the first runs, and 
entering a new market means a lot of trial runs, the 
subsequent repeatability of the process makes printing 
easy, he contends. 

David also notes that the project offered a few 
technical challenges with variables such as labelstock 
having a surprising effect on print colour and density. 
‘When Nitida’s preferred paper was out of stock, we 
had to switch to an uncoated stock that rendered 
different results, which is similar to flexo print. This is 
going to influence our future labelstock choices.’ 

Digital technologies drive efficiencies
Such learning curves have enabled HP Labelling to 
service smaller niche markets with high-quality digital 
labels at impressive turnaround times.

The Screen Truepress Jet L350UV digital label 

press, commissioned by local reseller Rotocon in July 
2015 (PPM August 2015), can handle short, medium 
and long runs on a range of substrates including 
transparent film and metallic foil. 

‘Using Screen’s proprietary high-definition CMYK + 
white inks, the press produces a wide gamut of vibrant 
colours, including fluorescent colours, and smooth 
tones at high resolution,’ David states. ‘It’s print speed 
of up to 50m/min on a web width ranging from 100mm 
to 350mm makes it one of the fastest label printing 
machines in the sector, without any compromise on 
quality – text is pin-sharp and images photorealistic.’ 

‘It’s also easy to maintain,’ adds Andrew Mantell. 
As operations manager, he particularly appreciates 
the automatic printhead cleaning function that cuts 
maintenance to 15 minutes every morning.

He emphasises, however, that speed is also about 
workflow and the ability to process enough data to 
keep the press running. The Truepress is supplied 
with Equios, Screen’s universal workflow management 
system for automating the entire process from file input 
to a finished roll, minimising delays. 

The Equios system allows HP Labelling to set up 
several jobs at one time and prioritise them according 
to run length, material and finishing requirements for 
maximum efficiency. ‘It automatically groups variants as 
part of a batch, which means we can change from one job 
to the next, without having to worry about minimum dots 
or adjusting screens,’ Andrew enthuses. ‘It automatically 
chooses optimal colour conversion settings from a media 
database when the operator selects a printer, paper type 
and screening method. Additionally, specialised tools 
adjust CMYK colours as close as possible to spot colours, 
ensuring they’re Pantone true. This ability to adjust the 
colour on press, without having to go back to the design 
stage, increases our production versatility.’ 

Bernhard reveals that Nitida Wines has received 
very positive feedback from consumers as well as 
Woolworths and Checkers (its two biggest customers) 
about its digitally printed labels. Label designers, Jan 
and Rohan, adds: ‘Going digital was a good move in 
terms of versatility and saving on platemaking costs. 
HP Labelling achieved this changeover in record time 
and managed the process smoothly, from aligning the 
foil blocks on each label and ensuring the detail is as 
crisp as possible to sending proofs to the client.’
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